Monte Carlo simulation of a 2D dynamic multileaf collimator to improve the plan quality in radiotherapy plan: a proof-of-concept study.
The leaf width of a multileaf collimator (MLC) determines the dose conformity to the target volume. The objective of this study was to investigate the feasibility of a two-dimensional dynamic MLC (2DDMLC) to improve the treatment plan quality with a fixed leaf width. The treatment head of the Clinac™ linear accelerator with the Millennium 120™ MLC was modelled with the Geant4 (for GEometry ANd Tracking) tollkit using the Monte Carlo (MC) method. The 2DDMLC produces a beam aperture by moving the MLC bank vertically to the leaf movement. Thus, the effect of the 2DDMLC motion on beam divergence and beam fluence resolution was evaluated by comparing the dose distributions between the conventional MLC motion and the 2DDMLC. Finally, the 2DDMLC was employed for dynamic conformal arc therapy for 13 brain cancer patients. The dose-volumetric parameters, including the dose delivered to 98% of the target volume (D 98%), percent volume given 20% of the prescribed dose (V 20%), and conformity index (CI) were compared with those of the conventional MLC. For the 6 MV beam of the MC model, the depth dose and lateral dose distribution differed by less than 2% between the simulation and measurement. The 2DDMLC did not significantly influence beam divergence and sharpened the beam. In clinical use, the dose delivered to the target was almost identical between the 2DDMLC and conventional MLC (D 98% = 29.74 Gy versus 29.71 Gy, p = 0.18). The CI was improved with the use of the 2DDMLC (CI = 1.49 versus 1.47, p = 0.14). Moreover, irradiation of normal tissue was reduced with the 2DDMLC compared with conventional MLC (V 20% = 17.22% versus 17.45%, p < 0.001). The 2DDMLC improved the dose conformity to the target volume and reduced the irradiation of the normal tissue compared with the conventional MLC.